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Purpose of the report

This final report of the IAPSS Treasurer serves at providing a comprehensive overview of the

● Status of the IAPSS financial health and financial processes

● Issues faced and the areas of improvements in financial (and related) areas
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These areas of improvements aim to serve as guidelines towards the next elected members of the

IAPSS ExCom, IAPSS Financial Administration Department and the IAPSS Treasurer.

Existing Treasurer’s tenure
The treasurer elected during the General Assembly in May 2020 resigned in Nov 2020. The current

treasurer (who has drafted this report) took over the Treasurer’s role in Nov 2020, forfeiting his then

existing role as Interim Vice President – Programs. He was then re-elected and served as the

Treasurer also for the mandate from June 2021 to May 2022. The current Treasurer is not seeking

re-election and hence will not continue in the role of the Treasurer for the coming mandate.

Approach undertaken to prepare (and potentially
update) this report

● The report has been drafted by the current Treasurer independently

● Feedback has been taken from ExCom members and Advisory board members prior to

finalizing the report

● The status in this report is captured up to and including the 25th of April 2022 till 11:00 CET.

Since the mandate of the current term lasts till 31st May 2022, an update can be provided by

the Treasurer (if required) to reflect the changes for the remaining term-duration.

Evaluation of the current mandate

In this mandate, IAPSS has been successful in achieving a number of financial objectives. The
key successes are described below :

1. IAPSS has de-registered from the Netherlands and is now a Canadian entity. In Canada,
IAPSS is listed as an NGO which opens up access to funds and grants which are
earmarked for NGOs. In the Netherlands, IAPSS was listed as an association and not as
an NGO which restricted access to such funds and grants.
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2. IAPSS Canada bank operations (bank account, credit cards, merchandise, electronic
platform such as Stripe) are fully functional and operational. All IAPSS bank operations
have been canceled and deactivated in the Netherlands.

3. Banking activities of IAPSS have been professionalized and simplified in this mandate.
In the Netherlands, due to improper set-up of the bank accounts and related software,
personal contributions and personal transactions were required to be executed by the
President and the Treasurer to keep the operations running. This will no longer be
required as the setup of the banking activities in Canada has been done professionally
anticipating that the ex-comm members will change over the years and this requires
transition of the bank accounts.

4. IAPSS ends this year with positive net cash. During this early months on this mandate,
contribution was required from the president and the treasurer as we had negative cash.
However financial planning and the revenues especially from the World Congress ticket
sale have ensured that IAPSS ends the year with some cash buffer

Areas of improvements

1. Get the right insurance protection

While the basic pack accounts has been set up in Canada, we still need to ensure that the right

insurances cover and protect IAPSS. The next treasurer is requested to look into this. In the

Netherlands, IAPSS experienced financial issues as we did not have the right insurance to

cover for the legal case. We need to ensure that we do not get into similar situations in Canada

2. Additional roles in the finance departments, especially for grants

The current setup expects the Treasurer to look after operational tasks (such as pay bills,

prepare financial statements) and also focus on strategic topics (such as long-term financial

goals, financial process improvements, new sources of revenue). These roles require different

skills, apart from the fact that a volunteer is unlikely to have enough time to devote towards such

a broad scope of work. Hence, the strategic topics are bound to be ignored. 

It would be better to have three roles within the finance team

● Head of Finance / Financial Director

o focus on strategic financial planning (further described in the next point Focus on

strategic finance)
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o member of ExCom

● Treasurer (with Deputy Treasures if required)

o operational tasks (payments, maintain bank accounts)

● Grants manager (with team members if required)

o focus on attaining grants

3. Improve the budgeting process

At this moment budgeting is somewhat of a standalone activity. If the process is improved and
the budget is developed after more alignment and discussion with the various departments, it
would be more accurate and would act as a more meaningful tool to manage finances.

4. Focus on strategic finance

IAPSS is currently using finance only as a “cost instrument”. In other words, IAPSS is primarily
looking at how much income and expenses are needed to be up and running in the immediate
next mandate year.

If used strategically, finance can help IAPSS develop and realize more ambitious long-term
goals. An approach towards this can be:

1. Decide on the association’s ambitions for the next 3-4 years
2. Identify the actions needed to reach these goals
3. Use these actions to define goals per team
4. Identify the revenues and expenses which these goals require. These then provide the

financial metrics to steer and monitor financial strategies

An example is illustrated below to further explain the above concept. It should be noted that the
example has not been thought through in full-detail, as it serves only to explain the concept.

1. Decide on the association’s ambitions for the next 3-4 years

For example, let’s take increasing no# of memberships as an ambition
This can be an appropriate ambition to have since:

● memberships are only expected to increase consistently if IAPSS provides value to its
members

● it is easy to define and measure this goal

If we have ambition for the next few years as shown below:
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2. Identify the actions needed to reach these goals

We can then estimate, the activities that needed to attain these membership numbers

3. Use these actions to define goals per team

These actions could then be assigned to various teams. This will help the teams to understand
better what they need to perform in the mandate year.
For example: a specific SRC team may receive a target to do a minimum of 3 events in the
mandate year

The SRC team in question, can track and steer themselves towards this target. Al this moment,
each team has their own “best effort” target, with no link towards the bigger IAPSS ambitions

4. Identify the revenues and expenses which these goals. These then provide the financial
metrics to steer and monitor

This should then be followed up by the revenue and costs requirements per team. This should
become the basis of financial budgeting and financial steering.
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While it is understandable that such long – term planning is not easy owing to the fact that
IAPSS ExCom just have a one-year mandate, a departing ExCom can pass on this plan to the
next ExCom via a transition process.

Having such a strategic approach which brings alignment and coordination among various
teams will help IAPSS to further accelerate its progress.
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Proposed Budget for 2022 – 2023 mandate term

The proposed budget has developed with the following assumptions:

● IAPSS can recommence certain in – person events in this year (as in pre Covid times)

● IAPSS will continue to conduct online events which have ticket fees, as this capability

has been developed in the existing mandate (due to Covid – 19 constraints)

● IAPSS will focus resources on additional revenue streams (such as grants,

merchandise)

● Some of the IAPSS board meetings which historically required travel can be done online

● Additional contingency has been considered, owing to the experience gained in this

mandate

INCOME
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EXPENSES

BUDGET BALANCE
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Balance sheet 2021 – 2022 mandate (as on 25th

April 2022 09 : 00 CET)
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Profit & Loss 2021 – 2022 mandate (as on 25th April
2022)

Due to closing of the Netherlands bank activities, initiating bank activities in Canada,
transferring funds from Netherlands to Canada and reimbursing the personal contributions
provided by various IAPSS ex-comm members to keep operations running in this mandate,
operation of the profit and loss statement is tedious and cannot be done in an easy manner due
to the closing of the Netherlands bank account. Therefore a profit and loss statement is not
provided in this report.

This should not prove to be a limitation as the P&L would not provide any fir basis for the next
IAPSS mandate where the financial activities ] will be conducted solely through Canada (and
not in Canada and Netherlands simultaneously as was the case this mandate). The majority of
the costs incurred in this mandate were related to the lawyer, notary and transfer agreements in
transferring from the Netherlands to Canada. the next mandate is not expected to bear such
expenses.


